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INTEGR ATED
PERFOR ATIONS HELP
YOU TO SET TABLES
FASTER
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G O O D F O O D M O O D

HIT ALL THE 
RIGHT NOTES

An individual, personal mood. Consistent quality. 
Minimised waste, maximised profitability. Relaxed staff 
with more time to spend on guests. A powerful reputa-
tion. These are the hallmarks of a great restaurant. 
And you can use the Duni collection to help achieve 
them all. Here’s why:  

MIX AND MATCH CONCEPT

Create goodfoodmood, your way – then change it up 
as often as you want, whatever your budget. 
You get a market-leading choice of coordinated colours, 
designs and top-quality materials with the Duni collec-
tion. That way, it ’s easy to create personal experiences 
that leave guests hungry for more.

WORK SMARTER SOLUTIONS 
Save time on setting-up, clearing and handling – 
while ensuring flawless presentation and hygiene. 
Get all  the ef f iciency benefits of single-use, including: 
simpler ordering and storage, freedom from laundry 
hassles and checking for stains and creases. And add to 
that many long-lasting, unique materials, which let you 
minimise waste.

CUSTOMISATION

Personalise your restaurant and build your brand.
Need a special colour or design to make your concept 
shine, which is not in any standard assortment on
the market? Our customisation team can create it  
for you. 

MINDFUL MATERIALS

Attract eco-aware guests and live your values with 
caring materials. 
The Duni collection of fers a market-leading range 
of compostable and FSC®-certif ied materials, for 
everything from napkins to cutlery. You can use  
these to add feel-good to every meal you serve.
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The Duni collection offers infinite ways to fill the air with goodfoodmood.  
To help you achieve the perfect mood for your restaurant, we have divided  
it into three tiers: GO, JOY and WOW. These provide a creative starting point.  
But don’t feel restricted. If combining solutions from different tiers is best for  
your vision, go for it!

MARKET-LEADING CHOICE.  
MADE EASY.

WOW LUXURIOUS  
& SPECTACULAR 
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LUNCH
DINNER
OUTDOOR
PARTY & EVENTS

NAPKINS
PLACEMATS

TABLE COVERS
CANDLES

CANDLE HOLDERS
LED CONCEPT

WET WIPES
COASTERS

JOY

GO

FRIENDLY  
& CONTEMPOR ARY

ALL-PURPOSE  
& PR ACTICAL
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WOW

Exclusivity. Luxury. Finesse.  
These words characterise the effortlessly ele-
gant solutions in the WOW family. If you want 
to treat your guests to a super-sophisticated yet 
understated mood, WOW is the place to start.

LUXURIOUS  
& SPECTACULAR 
THAT’S WOW!

WOW NAPKINS QUALITIES
 
DUNI ELEGANCE®
Sophistication. With a unique structure
 
DUNILIN®
The compostable l inen 

WOW TABLE COVERS QUALITIES 
 
EVOLIN®
The ultimate texti le-l ike setting
 
DUNI SENSIA®
Exclusive structure for special moments
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JOY

Colourful. Vibrant. Confident.  
All the solutions in the JOY family wear a big 
smile. Laid-back yet energetic, you can use 
them to infuse the air with feel-good factor. 
When the occasion calls for cool yet casual,  
JOY should be your first port of call. 

FRIENDLY  
& CONTEMPORARY
THAT’S JOY!

JOY NAPKINS QUALITIES
DUNISOFT®
Extra sof t with a nice touch

DUNI CLASSIC
Tissue for ef for tless folds

JOY TABLE COVERS QUALITIES 
 
DUNICEL®
Strong. Outlasts ever y celebration

DUNISILK®
Wipeable for everlasting fun

DUNITEX®
Weatherproof and Wipeable – use again and again
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GO

Cheerful. Simple. Reliable.  
You can depend on the solutions in the GO 
family. To look good. To perform well. To make 
handling, setting and clearing easier. When you 
need ‘cut-above’ quality despite an ‘everyday’ 
budget, go straight to GO! 

ALL-PURPOSE  
& PRACTICAL
THAT’S GO!

GO NAPKINS QUALITIES
DUNI TISSUE 3-PLY 
The functional choice

DUNI TISSUE 2-PLY 
The economical choice

DUNI TISSUE 1-PLY 
The basic choice

GO TABLE COVERS QUALITIES 
 
DUNI PAPER 
The basic choice
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Table Tray Bamboo, 
150 x 300 mm, Art. 178489

Simply Stearin, Pillar Candle, 
White, 150 x 70 mm, Art. 160274

Dunisoft® Napkin, 
40 x 40 cm, eco Brown, 
Art. 178638

Tissue Napkin, 3-ply, 
33 x 33 cm, eco Brown, 
Art. 178653

Crow
n Candle, Stearin, W

hite, 25 cm
, Art. 726

Dunisoft® Napkin 
Dispenser, 20 x 20 cm, 
eco Brown, Art. 183317
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LEAD THE WAY  
The decisions we take today can help shape a better tomorrow. With this in 
mind, we have developed the ecoecho® range, which is ideal for HORECA 
managers who prioritise respect for nature. 

Designed for professional use, ecoecho® products are created using some 
of the finest mindful materials available. Reflecting this, they let you lead 
the way when it comes to combining sustainability, quality and style.

All ecoecho® products comply with food contact regulations and have a 
raw, natural look which matches their eco-conscious profile. They come in 
a choice of qualities from tissue to premium Dunisoft®. 

LIFECYCLES LESS ORDINARY 

Every ecoecho® product has an eco-conscious 

story to tell. W
atch the ecoecho® napkin movie 

on our YouTube channel to discover m
ore. And 

why not check out chef Titti Q
varnström’s films 

too?  She’s the first fe
male chef in Sweden to 

win a Michelin-star.

Discover many more ecoecho® items in our 2018 assortment list.

Recycled Paper Placeam
at, 30 x 45 cm

, eco B
row

n, A
rt. 183698

Napkin Dispenser, Bamboo, 
18 x 12 cm, Art. 180000

Tissue Napkin 3 ply, 
1/8 folded 40 cm, 
eco Brown, Art. 183319

Tissue Coaster, 8-ply, 
8,5 x 8,5 cm, eco Brown, 
Art. 179058 

Candle Holder Conscious, 
Bamboo, 90 x 100 cm, Art. 183184
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“Simply put,  
colour triggers  
an emotional  
response … ”
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If used effectively, colour is one of the most powerful tools a hospitality entrepreneur can wield  
– colour is a form of non-verbal communication with which one can speak volumes in a fraction  

of a second. Here we explore how colour shapes visual perception.

T 
hink of a vegetarian restaurant 
with a salad bar. Now think of the 
colour that you associate with it. 
We don’t need to be mind readers 
to deduce that the likely colour you 
have in mind is green. How about 

the colours of the latest fast food joint you visited? 
Probably yellow and red (or a combination of the 
two, as found at one of the larger burger chains 
around). What was the dominant tint in that big 
city bar during that fun night out? If it was a loud 
and busy one, chances are it was red. If the tipple 
was enjoyed in a more sophisticated milieu, a good 
guess is blue. 

U N CO N SC I O U S I N FLU E N C E
Colour plays a vital role in visual experiences. 
Whether you notice or not, it has an effect on your 

mind, body and emotions. In a globalized world, 
colour requires less time to translate than any other 
means of communication. Often perceived on an 
unconscious level, it effectively alters our mood, 
and influences our behaviour as well as our physical 
and mental well-being.

WE SAW IT FI R ST
As sight is the principal way to perceive colour, 

the visual experience of how a hospitality environ-
ment is designed – what colours the walls are, how 
the table is decorated and what the servers are 
wearing– is crucial. In fact, psychologists suggest 
that colour impression accounts for 60% of the 
acceptance or rejection of a product or service. 

Put yourself in the shoes of your guest. One of 
the main factors in deciding on where to go for a 
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As the following selection 
of images from some of the 
world’s most stunning and 
inspiring restaurants, bars 
and hotels shows, colour 
really does make a difference 
in terms of the mood and 
atmosphere.                  
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meal, a cocktail or somewhere to sleep is 
interlinked with how you want to feel during that 
particular moment. The psychology of colour, 
alongside other key hospitality components, such 
as quality of food and service, sets the feel of a 
place, whether it is relaxing and quiet or uplifting 
and playful. Simply put, colour triggers emotional 
response – and the last thing a business would 
want to do is drive away customers by using colour 
in the wrong way.

PI C K I N G A SWATC H 
So how, out of the ten million colours identified 
in the world, does one go about choosing the 
right colour(s) for one’s business? There are a few 
important universal pointers to take into account 
when looking at how to design a space, set a table 
or create a coherent brand identity. It is important 
to identify the personality of the business. What 
atmosphere and mood do you wish to create? How 
do you want your clientele to feel? Different colours 
are associated with different emotions and when 
these are used to tell a business’ story, they have a 
truly powerful effect.

From deep red to saturated plum, the line-up 
below lists colours, the moods associated with 
them and successful examples of their usage. 
Experts in colour psychology generally suggest 
avoiding blues, purples and yellows to any great 
extent. Instead, consider using these hues as 
complements to more neutral colours, choosing to 
feature them solely on table tops.

A CO LO U R FU L WO R LD
Your establishment may have certain themes that 
you wish to convey to your customers. Different 
themes may require different colours and this is 
where interchangeable details such as flowers, 
napkins, table covers and tableware come into play. 
While the space itself could be likened to an artist’s 
white canvas, the accessories and details are the 
paints with which the creative mind rocks his or her 
world. Have fun exploring all the hues on offer  
– after all, our world is a colourful and vivid one.

I NTU ITI O N
Making a decision about colour 
is 95% intuitive and emotional, 

and only 5% rational.

Startling
 FACTS ABOUT

COLOUR

E X PE R I E N C E
75% of human experience 

is filtered through our eyes, 
making colour a very important 

ingredient in life.

J U DG E M E NT
Up to 90% of snap judgement 
made about products can be 

based on colour alone.

ACC E P TAN C E
Psychologists suggest that 

colour impression accounts for 
60% of the acceptance or re-

jection of a product or service.

WORLD OF COLOUR: SIGHT
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HEALTHY

Mindfulness
 

OUR NAPKINS COME IN A RAINBOW OF COLOURS  
– MANY ARE 100% COMPOSTABLE. 
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CUSTOMISATION

THINK OUTSIDE THE NAPKIN

NAPKINS
Perfect for getting your message across, our wide range of 
table napkins and cocktail napkins provide a perfect canvas  
for grabbing guests’ attention.

TABLE COVERS
Available in many formats, our table covers provide infinite 
ways to bring your concept to life. Simply choose a colour  
and logo – or go further by adding your own design.

MULTI COLOUR PRINTS

We can print up to 5 colours on  
your napkins. Our in-house experts,  
who have many years’ experience,  
can help you choose the optimal 
combination.

In today’s globalised world, people want individuality above all - whether 
it’s choosing clothes or where to eat. So, crafting a personalised theme of 
matching items can greatly help you to win, and keep, their business. 
 We make this easy to achieve, whatever your needs: we offer a full 
range of products designed to work with each other – and the ease and 
security of using a single supplier. That way, you can bring your brand to 
life in imaginative ways that go far beyond a logo on a napkin.
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PLACEMATS
During the wait for food to arrive, placemats never fail to  
be noticed. Even better, they can be used to occupy children, 
for a more relaxed mood all-round.

COASTERS
A neat solution that allows you to add to the experience of 
every drink you serve. For instance, with personal messages, 
cocktail recipes or an eye-catching printed logo.

CANDLE HOLDERS
Candles create cosiness and when used with personalised 
candle holders – literally – illuminate your brand. They’re ideal 
if you want to make a winning impression.

TETE A TETE
When you don’t want to cover the whole table, tête-à-têtes 
only take moments to set yet completely transform the 
mood. They also subtly link guests.

SINGLE COLOUR PRINT

The simplest most economical option, 
single-colour printing works best when you 
choose a material colour and a product that 
complement each other – and your brand.

EMBOSSING

Produces a three-dimensional tactile relief 
that your guests can feel, as well as see. 
Embossing has a particularly sophisticated 
and discreet look.

HOT FOIL

A metallic or pigmented foil is printed via 
a heated die. This creates very premium-
looking results (only available for coasters). 
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UPSIZE EFFICIENCY, 
DOWNSIZE COSTS 
WITH DUNI LEDS

• Maximise value: 80% cheaper 

than standard tealights*
• Minimise energy consumption, 

avoid leftover waste
• Lower insurance costs in  

some countries 
•  Light the whole room in an in-

stant with the remote control

• Rechargeable so no battery 
hassles 

•  Meet fire regulations

*Based on tealights that  
burn for 4 hours.

3 unique LED  
lamps developed 
for professionals

NEW LED LAMP  
PEBBLE

NEW LED LAMP 
BRIGHT, BAMBOO
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Durable silk frosted 
glass optimises cosy 
LED glow 

Extra long burn time 
to last all opening 
hours 

Charge up to  
48 LEDs at once  
in a compact space

Illuminate all your tables at 
once with the remote control

Perfect for outdoors,  
unbreakable and  
easy-to-carry 

Frame made from 
eco-conscious, 
sturdy bamboo

Innovative lock plate  
protects against theft  
and secures LED in place

NEW LED LAMP EASY

NEW LED LAMP  
PEBBLE
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LUNCH 

LAID-BACK YET CLASSY

1. Duniletto® Greige  art. 168375 
2.NEW  Grace Candle Holder art. 183187,  
with Switch and Shine refi l l, white art. 153869

With a rainbow of colours and many eco-conscious, durable mate-
rials to choose from, the Duni collection provides limitless ways to 
make lunches feel special. Even better, it allows you simplify handling 
and ensure flawless hygiene and folds on every table.

DUNILETTO® POCKET NAPKIN, 
EASY TO PREPARE. 

INCREASE REVENUE AND MINIMISE 
WASTE BY SERVING TAKE-AWAY.  
WE OFFER QUALIT Y SOLUTIONS THAT 
MAKE THIS EASY.

NEW GRACE 
CANDLE HOLDER

NEW ELWIN DESIGN

1

2

3

4

5
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4.NEW Elwin Kiwi Tête-à-tête
art. 183125

TÊTE-À-TÊTES PRE-PREPARED.  
CONNECTING GUESTS

AVAILABLE  
IN  6  

UNICOLOURS

NEW EVOLIN 
 PLACEMATS
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LINUS

NEW SEAWAY DESIGN

TOWEL NAPKIN  
GENEROUS IN SIZE AND MOOD

LUNCH 

TREAT GUESTS AND STAFF
The best lunches combine complimentary elements to create a feast 
for all the senses. Delicious tastes. Tactile surfaces. Elegant colours. 
Our collection provides a palette of exclusive materials, colours and 
designs to help you deliver exactly that.

1

2

3

1. Towel Napkin Blue, 38 x 54 cm, art. 174022  
and Evolin Slipcover White, 110 x 110 cm, 
art. 164166  
2. Linus Blue Dunicel® Tête-à-Tête  art. 178294 
and Dunilin® Napkin, 40 x 40 cm,  
art. 178236  
3.NEW Seaway Dunicel® Tête-à-Tête,  
art. 183127 and Dunilin® Napkin, 40 x 40 cm,  
art. 182995 NEW Hope Candle Holder art. 183188
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NEW FLORIS DESIGN

NEW HAPPINESS

NEW SPRING FLOWER

SERVE  
SEASONALFOOD?  

PICK A SEASONAL DESIGN TO 
MATCH YOUR MENU.  
SEE SPRING SUMMER 

ASSORTMENT LIST
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1.NEW  Brooklyn Black Dunilin Napkin 
40 x 40 cm, art. 182982 
2.NEW Hope Candle Holder art. 183188

EVOLIN®. THE ULTIMATE 
TEXTILE-LIKE SETTING 

DUNILIN®, THE ULTIMATE 
NAPKIN FOR FOLDING

NEW HOPE  
CANDLE HOLDER

NEW DESIGN BROOKLYN

1

2

DINNER

MATCH GREAT FOOD WITH GREAT SERVICE
Whatever restaurant they choose, diners always want food that 
looks appetising, strong value and efficient service.  Our collection 
can help you deliver all three. The different colours and designs to 
provide the perfect canvas for your dishes. And the different mate-
rials and ‘work smarter’ solutions let you maximise efficiency and 
minimise waste.
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DUNI LEDs HAVE 
A PARTICULARLY 
RICH LIGHT

MIX AND MATCH 
UNICOLOURS,  
PERSONALISE 

THE MOOD
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Little things go a long way when it comes to creating dinner  
experiences that stand out as special: the rich feel of a napkin,  
staff who have the time to chat, how a table cover gracefully  
drapes over a table…and so on. The unique materials, rich colours 
and efficiency-boosting solutions in our collection give you infinite  
ways to create a tapestry of these moments.

SOPHISTICATION.  
WITH A UNIQUE STRUCTURE.

ELEGANCE®

1 2

3

4

CANDLE HOLDER PEACOCK 
CREATES A BEAUTIFUL PL AY 
OF SHADOWS ON THE TABLE.

DINNER

MAKE EVERY GUEST FEEL SPECIAL

NEW JENIA
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DUNILIN®  
THE COMPOSTABLE
LINEN NAPKIN AVAILABLE  

COLOURS FOR  
LINNEA DUNILIN®  

NAPKIN

WHITE

CREME

BOREDAUX

GREIGE

GRE Y

1. Duni Elegance® Napkin Lily Herbal Green 
40 x 40 cm art. 168439  
2.NEW Peacock Candle Holder art. 181015 
3.NEW Jenia Dunilin®  
Napkin, 40 x 40 cm, art 183780 and Dunicel® 
Slipcover, 84 x 84 cm, art 183076  
4. Linnea Bordeaux Dunilin® 40 x 40 cm art. 
174258 

NEW  Mandala Kids Paper Placemat,  
30x40cm, art. 183157

KEEP  
EVERYBODY  

HAPPY WITH 
COLOURING 

PLACEMATS…
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OUTDOOR

MAKE OUTDOORS  
DINING EASY

WIND PROOF  
Wind can play havoc with table settings. But with 
LED lamps that can’t blow out and si l icone items 
that won’t break if dropped, ser ving outdoors is 
always a breeze – however gusty it gets.

WATER PROOF  
Rain can ruin the best la id ser vice plans.  
That ’s why waterproof solutions l ike our si l icone 
placemats and Dunitex® table covers that are 
ready af ter a quick wipe and water-resistant LED 
candles are well wor th considering.
 

PROTECTION AGAINST THE ELEMENTS

You can take the hassle out serving al fresco –what-
ever the weather – with the stylish, matching items in 
our outdoor assortment. These range from weather-
proof placemats and water-resistant LEDs to napkin 
pockets that stay firmly on tables when filled with 
cutlery. 

NEW LED LAMP EASY  
MAKES IT EASY TO CARRY 
SEVER AL AT ONCE

1.NEW  By the Sea Paper Placemats 30x40cm 
art. 183156 and Duni Sacchetto® 171374,  
NEW Hope Candle Holder art. 183188
2.NEW LED Lamp Easy art. 183179
3.NEW Sil icone Placemat Blue, 30x45cm,  
art. 183415 and Duni Sacchetto® Dark Blue 
art. 450055

2

1
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NEW SILICON 
PLACEMAT COLOUR 

SEA BREEZE?
NO PROBLEM 
ONCE FILLED WITH CUTLERY,  
SACHETTO® NAPKIN POCKETS  
STAY FIRMLY ON TABLES.

 

3

SACCHETTO®  
– PERFECT FOR 

PROFILE PRINTING
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1. NEW Maja Dunil in Napkin, 40 x 40 cm art. 183781  
2.NEW  Vanessa Tissue Napkin, 3-ply, art. 183017  
and Dunicel® Placemat, 30 x 40 cm art. 183139,  
NEW Bliss Candle Holder art. 183193

NEW 2018 
MAJA

GLITTERING METALLIC FINISH   
ENHANCES COSY CANDLELIGHT GLOW

1

2

MAJA DUNILIN®

TWO DESIGNS 
ONE NAPKIN
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NEW MARIT

3. NEW Area Candle Lantern Bamboo small art. 183191 and 
large art. 178488 4. NEW Giovanni Dunitex® Table Cover 120 
x120 cm art. 179062 5.NEW Marit Dunil in® Napkin, 40 x 40 cm 
art. 182980, Dunicel® Tête-à-Tête Greige art. 168369

DUNICEL® TÊTE-À-TÊTES DELIVERS 
SUPERIOR WATER-REPELLENCY

WATERPROOF, REUSABLE DUNITEX®  
TABLE COVERS WIPE CLEAN IN INSTANT.

NEW AREA CANDLE LANTERN BAMBOO3

4

5
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PARTIES AND EVENTS

SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY
From family celebrations to company get-togethers, events offer 
restaurateurs a potentially lucrative revenue stream. If you can person-
alise the mood, make guests feel special and get them talking, you can 
make any celebration a big success. With the rich choice of colours, 
designs and smart service solutions in our collection, you get infinite 
ways to do so.

EVOLIN ALSO 
COMES IN REELS 
AND PLACEMATS

SIZES FOR ALL TABLES

EVOLIN®. THE ULTIMATE 
TEXTILE-LIKE SETTING 
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FUEL  
THE PARTY 
MOOD WITH 
COLOUR
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This catalogue is  
printed on FSC®- 
certified paper.

CALL YOUR LOCAL DUNI OFFICE TODAY ON +XX XX XX XX XX 

 SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER AT DUNI.COM

THE GOODFOODMOOD COMPANY
At Duni we supply innovative table top concepts, creative packaging and take-away 
solutions to both professionals and consumers. Everything we create is designed to 

bring goodfoodmood to occasions where people enJOYeating and drinking. 


